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Female Empowerment: 
The Influence 

of Women Representing M m e n  

Angela High-Pippert 
John Comer 

ABSTMCT* The concept of political empowerment has been ap- 
plied to ethnic and racial minorities, where i"r~as been sllowa to 
positively influence political attitudes and participa"l-ion. We exaa-naine 
whether political empowermen"l-as the same positive consequences 
for women. Using data from the 3992 National Election Study and 
Almalznc for Anzevicaka Pofiliic~: 1990, 1992, and 1994, we explore 
whether women who are represented by women in Congress are 
more liltely to be interested in and participate in politics, have a 
greater sense of political egicacy, competence, and trust., and evalu- 
ate Congress as an institution more S-avoral3ly $hala wo~~aen repre- 
sented by men. In general, we find women who are represented by 
women are nlore interested, participate more, and have greater 
senses of political efficacy and political competence. Moreovel-, the 
find- clearly seem to be a function of empowerment rather than 
other factors that might accot~nt for both the electlola of a wolnan to 
Congress and diEerences in attitudes and behavior identified above. 
(Article copies available for a See Ji.sr?z The Haworikz HPocw~2etzt Delivery 
Serltice: 1-800-342-9678. E-~?zai/ address: ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ E ~ ~ @ ~ Z ~ W O ~ . ~ ~ Z ~ I ' ~ S S I ' I E C . C O ~ T . ~ ]  

It is has become fashionable to speak of empowerment, and it is 
not hard to find references in the news and elsewhere to individuak, 
groups, and communities that are described as empowered. Political 
empowement, a special case, is oftell used when discussing those 
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who are disadvantaged in terms of political power, such as minori- 
ties (Bobo and Gillia~n 1990; Gilliam 1996). While there is no 
agreed up011 definition of the term, we find the definition presented 
by Bobo and Gilliam (1990) useful for our purposes. For them, 
political empower~nent is "the extent to which a group has achieved 
significallt representatio~~ and influence in political decision mak- 
ing. " 

One might expect political empowerment to be reflected in pub- 
lic policies belleficial to the elnpowered group. Evidence suggests 
black elnpowerment reflected in the election of black public offi- 
cials has resulted in public policies beneficial to Africa11 Americans 
(Browning, Marshall, and Tabb 1984; Dye and Renick 1981; Ei- 
singer 1982, 1983; Hall-Saltzstein 1989; Meier and England 1984; 
Mladenka 1989; Stein 1986;). Similarly, Hispanic empowerment 
results in policies beneficial to Hispanics (Mladenka 1989). Women, 
too, benefit from the election of women (Saltzstein 1986). 

One lnight also expect political empowerment to influence politi- 
cal attitudes. Gilliam (1996) suggests two models for how black 
empowerment might affect the political orientations of blacks. A 
"symbolic politics" model assumes blacks represented by blacks 
will be more positive toward government. The "presence of highly 
visible black elected officials raises group pride as group members 
receive broad psychic benefit derived froln the governing activities 
of black politicians9' (Gilliam 1996, p. 69). A "governing coali- 
tions" model assumes only blacks who are part of the governing 
coalitioll will be more positive toward government. In general, he 
fillds support for the "governing coalitions9' but not the "symbolic 
politics" lnodel in a study of black, white, and Mexican Anerican 
expressiolrs of support for Mayor Torn Bradley in Los Augeles. 

The election of blaclc officials may provide symbolic satisfaction 
for blacks, but it may not be sufficiellt to generate a sense of em- 
powerment that impacts on political attitudes. Support for the "gov- 
erning coalitions" model suggests that the attitudinal consequences 
of black empowerment are contingent upon the delivery of some 
kind of concrete benefits. 

While they do not distillguish a symbolic from a governing coali- 
tion model, Bobo alld Gilliam (1990) colnpare the attitudes and 
behaviors of Mricarn ericans in cities with black mayors to those 



with white mayors and find that in cities with black mayors, blacks 
are more politically active. They are Inore likely to participate in 
politics. They are also rnore knowledgeable about governlnel~t and 
more trusting of local public officials. Political empowement, as 
defined above, appears, at least among blacks, to influence some 
important political attitudes and behaviors. 

Our research asks whether political empowerment has attitudinal 
consequences for other groups, nalrnely women, We examisae 
whether being represen4ed by a woman in Congress as opposed to a 
man has empowering consequences similar to those far Mrican 

ericans in cities with black mayors. In particular, the research 
explores whether women represented by a wolnan in the House of 
Representatives are more likely to be interested in, discuss, and 
participate in politics, have a greater sellse of political efficacy, 
political competence, and political trust, and are rnore positive to- 
ward the institution of Congress. It would be difficult to delineate a 
governing coalitions model with our data; however, ours can mini- 
mally be viewed as a test of symbolic empowerment. V\ie expect 
that women do take pride in and derive psychic benefit from the 
public service of other wolnen and this produces Inore favorable 
attitudes toward the political system and contributes to higher levels 
of political participation. Symbolic political empowerment should 
not, however, lead to a vote for the incumbent or a higher job 
approval rating of the institution. Both are likely to be influenced by 
membership in the "governing coalitiotl," that is, being amollg 
those who identify with the incumbellt and/or the majority control- 
ling Congress, but not among women in. general. Thus, we expect 
no dijiferences bemeen women who are represen"b-ed by a woman 
and women who are represented by a man in support for the incum- 
bent or job approval of Congress. 

While the experience of women is clearly different from the 
experience of blacks, there is reasoll to believe that women and 
blacks might be impacted in the same way by political empower- 
ment. Both have experienced discrimination and obstacles to politi- 
cal participation which limit their political representation and pow- 
er. Both are beginni~lg to enjoy political success in terms of electing 
their own to political office. Moreover, political empowerment ap- 
pears to have consequences for both minorities and wornell in terms 
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of deliveril~g public policies that benefit them. While these condi- 
tions do not guaralltee that political empowerment will impact on 
the attitudes of wolnen as it does African Americans, they provide a 
basis for hypothesizing that they do. 

Research relevant to the inquiry concerns factors that impact on 
the political attitudes of women and factors that ilnpact on the 
election of wolnen to public office. While a great deal of research 
confirlns differences between men and women in political attitudes 
(Cook 1979; Shapiro and Mahajan 1986), there are also differences 
among women. Explanations for these differences focus on political 
socialization and gender consciousness, as well as demographic and 
situational factors (Bennett and Bennett 1992). 

Some women eschew political activity because they have been 
taught that politics is solnethi~lg that is best left to men. Others do 
not view politics and political activity as something for which they 
are ill suited because they are women. Differences in political so- 
cializatiol~ are most likely to occur between younger and older 
women and those with and without a college education (Bennett 
and Bennett 1992). 

Women also vary in the degree to which they respond to gender 
concerns. Some identify themselves with feminism andlor the femi- 
nist movemen~t. While others avoid these labels and may not know 
exactly what they mean, they still are sensitive to issues affecting 
women, feel a sense of pride in the accomplishments of women, and 
are angry about the way women are treated. Such women are likely 
to feel differently on a range of issues from women who are less 
gender conscious (Conover 1988). Such women tend to be better 
educated and affluent (Erikson and Tedin 1995). Gender conscious- 
ness may be particularly important in explaining differences on 
women's and moral issues (Clark and Clark 1996). 

Demographic and situational variations among vvomen also pro- 
duce differences in a"r"cikudes. Education alters one's political as well 
as social outlook in a number of ways. Ilt is one of the strongest 
predictors of women's political involvement and participation 
(Bennett and Bennett 1992). Income and occupation also lead to 
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variation in political attitudes among women. Personal shtuation~s 
also play a role. Some women are wives and mothers, while others 
relnain single. Some work in the home, while others pursue careers. 
Some do both. Research has shown that the gender gap is most 
pronounced among single, well educated women (Weisberg 1987). 
Working women are more likely to believe that wolnen should 
share equally in running business, industry and govern~nent than 
homemakers do (Erikson and Tedin 1995). They are also more 
likely to participate in politics (hderson  1975). Professional 
women are even more likely to feel this way (Erikson and Tedin 
1995; Klein 1984). In practice, it is difficult to sort out the specific 
influence of each of the above, but all need to be controlled in any 
analysis that seeks to account for differences in attitudes among 
women. 

h o t h e r  concern is establishing the proper causal connection 
among the variables. Our hypothesis is that the electioll of a woman 
is an empowering event that leads to certain attitudes alllong 
women. It is conceivable, however, tha"&t is these and related atti- 
tudes that lead to the eleclion of a woman. It may be tha"rhe 
eledion of a woman does not lead, for example, to higher levels of 
political trust among women but that women are elected fro13 dis- 
tricts where women have higher levels of political trust. Contextual 
factors such as median income and education, community size, and 
minority population are correlated with women runllillg for and 
getting elected to local public office (Darcy, Welch, and Clark 
1994). The number of professional women in a state and the num- 
ber of organizations representing womela7s interests impact on. the 
number of women elected to state legislatures (Rule 1990; see also 
Rule 1981; Studlar and Matland 1994). Controlling for context 
should reduce the prospect that a"r9iudes, particularly the ones we 
are examining, lead to the election of a wolnan rather than the 
reverse. 

The analysis below tests the following hypothesis: Controlling 
for the effects of socialization, gender consciousness, demographic 
variations, situation, and context, the elec"risnz of a female represen- 
tative to Congress is an e~npowering event for women with positive 
consequences for political involvement and participation, efficacy, 
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competence, and trust, and attitudes toward Congress as an institu- 
tion, 

METHOD 

Data are taken from the 1992 National Election Study (NES)~ 
and Ain~altac of American Politics 1990, 1992, and 1994. The 1992 
NES study identified the congressional district where a respondent 
resided in 1990. If the district was the same in 1992 as in 1990 and 
the incumbent sought re-election in 1992, the gender of the repre- 
sentative elected from the district-informalion taken from the Al- 
nlnrzac oflmerican Politics-was added to the data for each respon- 
dent in the 1992 study. Thus, in addition to variables on interest in 
political campaigns, political participation, and several attitudinal 
measures in 1992, we have the gender of the representative who 
was elected frotn the respondent's district in 1990 and re-elected in 
1992. From this, we can distinguish between women represented by 
a woman, women represented by a man, men represented by a 
woman, and mela represented by a man. 

Interviews were conducted in 1992 in ten districts in ten states 
represented by a woman in 1990 and twenty-nine districts in 
twenty-nine states represented by a man in 1990. Focusing only on 
districts that did not change between 1990 and 1992, that is, where 
the incumbent was running for reelection in the same district heishe 
represented in 1990, leaves the following breakdown of respond- 
ents and representatives. There are 77 female respondents who were 
represented by a woman, 742 fe~nale respondents represented by a 
man, 86 male respondents represented by a woman, and 650 male 
respondellts represented by a man. While the primary concern is in 
comparillg women represented by a woman with women repre- 
sented by a man, male respondents represented by a man or woman 
provide another basis for comparison and another control. 

Table 1 contains the adjusted meall values2 for each of the four 
groups on several attitudinal and behaviorial measures. The means 



TABLE 1. Selected Dependenrneasuves by Fernale Empowerment 

Women Women Men Men Slalistical 
Represented Represented Represented Represented Significance 
by Woman by Man by Woman by Man 

1. Number of Days Past 2.63 2.50 2.57 2.59 .06; .22 
Week Discussed 
Politics with Family 
and Friends 

2. Frequency of Political 2.30 2.19 2.22 2.22 .00; .94 
Discussion with Family 
and Friends 

3. Number of Campaign 2.10 2.12 2.14 2.15 .07; .30 
Programs Watched on TV 

4. Political 4.36 4.31 4.34 4.33 .01; .57 
Participation 

5. Thermometer rating of 52.32 51.59 49.49 51.17 ,313; .03 
Congress 

6. Thermometer rating of 48.59 47.81 47.97 46.03 29; .00 
Federal Government 

7. Political Efficacy 8.41 7.82 8.01 8.33 .00; .03 

8. Political Competence 12.68 12.35 6 2.49 12.49 .09; .98 

9. Political Trust 7.97 7.90 7.94 7.77 -35; .01 

10. Cares about Outcome of 2.88 2.80 2.78 2.80 .03; '70 
Election for House 

11. Voted in House 1.89 1.87 1.88 1.87 .01; .Ol 
Election 

12. Voted for I-louse .80 .80 .80 .a9 .49; .54 
Incumbent 

13. Job Approval of 3.11 3.11 3.05 3.14 .43; .00 
Congress 

Note: The first set of coefficients in the last column reflect the comparison of women represented by a woman with women 
represented by a man. The second set of coe~icienls reflect the comparison d men represented by a woman wiih men 
represented by a man. 

are the predicted scores on each lneasure for each group derived 
from regressing the particular measure on the following: age, 
education, marital status, party identification, folded party identifi- 
cation, region (South/non-South), a lneasure reflecting whether 
m m e n  should have more: equal, or less power than men in govern- 
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rnent, business, and industryY3 whether the person identifies as a 
feminist," scale reflecting gender cons~iousness,~ ADA score of 
the member representing the district, and percent of the district with 
a college edu~a t ion .~  Age and education control for socialization as 
well as important demographic differences among women; the 
power of women in government and business, self identification as 
a feminist, and the scale of gender consciousness control for gender 
consciousness; and marital status controls for situation. Region, 
ADA score, and percent college educated control for context. ADA 
serves as a surrogate for ideology in the district, and education for 
the socia-economic character of the district. 

The first two columns of Table 1 address the empowerment hy- 
pothesis, and of the thirteen comparisons, all but one are in the 
expected diretion. For women represented by a woman, interest in 
politics, reflected in the number of days and the frequency with 
which one discussed politics with family and friends, is higher than 
for women represen"ced by a man. Relationships are statistically 
significa~lt at .06 and .00 respectively (see first set of figures in 
column 5). Moreover, lack of statistical significance (see second set 
of figures in column 5) and adjusted means lower (2.51 compared 
to 2.59) and equal (2.22 compared to 2.22) for men represented by a 
woman connpared to men represented by a man suggest that these 
differences reflect empowerment rather than district/cultural differ- 
ences that might explain the election of a woman as well as higher 
interest in politics among women. In terms of motivating women to 
discuss politics, symbolic political empowerment appears to make a 
difference. Empowerme~~t does not, however, make a difference 
with respect to monitoring political campaigns on television. Here, 
there is no difference between women represented by a woman and 
women represe~lted by a man. While this represents a pattern con- 
trary to the hypothesis, i t  is the only instance where this occurs. 

All of the remaining relationships are in the expected direction, 
and most, particularly those tied to political involvement, are statis- 
tically significant. For example, empowerment is related to political 
participation,7 political and political competenceO9 Women 
represented by a woman are more likely to engage in a number of 
political activities, feel that they can influence the political process, 
and feel that they are sufficiently competent to do so than women 



represented by a man. Again, lack of a relatio~lship for men repre- 
sented by a woman compared to men represellted by a lnan in politi- 
cal participation and competence suggests that somethillg like ern- 
powerment rather than districticultural differences are at work here. 
In the case of political efficacy, it is men who are represellled by a 
women who are less efficacious than men represented by a man, 
adding weight to our conclusion that it is not some district/cultural 
phenomena that accounts for both the election of a woman and 
higher levels of participatio~~ and involvement on the part of women. 
The thermometer ratings of Congress and the federal government 
reveal that women represented by a woman are also more positive in 
their evaluations than women represented by a man. However, these 
differences are not statistically sig~lificant. As one might expect, the 
empowerment thesis seems to have more significance for political 
action and dtitudes related to the responsiveness of government in 
general and one's cornpetellee than evaluations of specific institu- 
tions. Ulltfi women gain a significant presence in national institu- 
tions, it may be unreasonable to beliew thak empoweraxent will make 
much of a difference in how they feel about these institutions. 

While the hypothesized pattern occurs with respect to political 
trust,'0 the difference is not statistically significant. Moreover, politi- 
cal trust is one variable where men represented by a woman are 
higher than men represented by a man, givillg pause to our initial 
dismissal that district/cultural factors are not at work in explainillg 
our findings. Perhaps both empowerment and a dis'rrict//cultural 
factor are at work. The weight of the evidence suggests, however, 
that empowerment is the more significant factor, and confirms that 
symbolic empowerment can make a difference in some important, 
and fairly stable, dispositions toward the political system. 

Symbolic empowerment also impacts on concern with the out- 
come of the election for the House and voting in House elections. 
Women represented by a woman express greater concern and are 
more likely to vote, although the difference is small. 

Voting for the incumbent and job approval of Congress are two 
areas where symbolic empowerment is expected to lnalie little dif- 
ference, and this is what we find, There is no difference between 
women represented by a wornall or a man on these measures. One 
can argue that what we have found is not "clze positive residue of 
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support for a particular incumbent, but something that does derive 
from the pride and psychic benefit that accrues from the public 
service of women. That there is no difference in job approval rating 
also suggests that it is specifically symbolic empowerment that is 
importallt here and not the need to produce something tangible and 
concrete in order to generate positive impacts. To the degree that the 
attitudes of blacks are not influenced by symbolic empowerment, 
our findings suggest that women may be satisfied with less in terms 
of represelltation than blacks, at least at this stage of their mobiliza- 
tion, and that their level of deprivation, less severe than blacks to be 
sure, may not require as much in the way of representation to 
produce a discemable impact on political attitudes and behavior. 

CONCLUSION 

Historically, minorities, in particular blacks, and women have 
suffered from a lack of political represelltation and influence. Both 
are begin~~ing to see their numbers grow among elected public 
officials. Political empowerment of this kind is not only aikely to 
lead to public policies beneficial to the group but also to changes in 
political attitudes and behavior on the part of group members. The 
analysis tests whether the election of women to Congress is an 
empowering event for women, impacting in a positive way on 
political participation and political attitudes. The evidence, while 
uneven, on balance suggests that wolnen represented by a woman 
are e~npowered with positive consequences for political involve- 
ment and participation, as well as political efficacy and political 
competence. Being represented by a woman does not, however, 
lead to greater support for the incumbent or higher job approval 
ratings of Congress. The findings imply that it is the act of being 
represented by a woman itself, rather than any particular benefits 
that wolnen derive from a felnale representative, that produces the 
difference. It appears women do derive psychic benefit from the 
election and governing activities of other women. Should specific 
benefits be a part of this, we might expect the relationships to be 
stronger and more consistent. Moreover, the fact that men who are 
represented by a woman compared to men who are represented by a 
man do not show higher levels of participation and supporting 



attitudes suggests that empowement is the key here and not some 
district specific or cultural difference that explaills the election of a 
woman as well as these higher levels. 

While our findings are i~ltriguing, they are not necessarily the last 
word on the matter. Additional study is warranted. First of all, the 
number of women who are represellted by a woman is not particu- 
larly large. As more women get elected to Collgress as well as other 
offices, we can test the thesis anew. One avenue of further i ~ ~ q u i r y  
with respect to women in Congress might be to add more districts to 
the analysis by comparing wornell in the 1994 NES election study 
who resided in a district that elected a wonnan in 1992 and as well as 
those who reelected a woman in 1992 with women who resided in a 
district that elected a man in 1992 and reelected a man in $992. This 
would provide four groups to compare. One might also attelupt to 
sort out-although cell sizes will be a problem-women who identify 
with the ideological position of their representative and those who 
do not, in an effort to assess the relative impact of the symbolic 
versus a goveming-coalition model, or the difference between the 
psychic benefit derived from being represented by a woman and the 
concrete benefits derived from being represented by a woman. 

There is also the possibility that our findings are an artifact of 
history, as 1992 was heralded as the "Year of the Woman." This 
may have irnpacted women in a positive way, but in a way that is 
unlikely to continue at the same rate. Here also, the answer is 
additional research. 

Manuscr@t receivedforc review: Japaranq, 24, 1996 
Final manuswipf received: July 1, 1997 

NOTES 

1. Response rate to the NES was 65 percent. 
2. Adjusted mean values are the mean value of OES predicted scores for a 

dependent variable regressed on one or rnore independent variables, IIB this case, 
the mean values for women represellted by a woman, women represented by za 
man, men represented by a woman, and mela represented by a man are the mean 
values of the relevant dependent variable for each group with the effects of the 
independent variables controlled. The means are adjusted in the sense that any  
variation in the dependent variable accotanted for by the independent variables is 
removed, increasing the prospecflhat any observed differences beiween the 
groups are a result of the groups themselves. 



3. The question asks, ""Thinking about how you would like things to be in 
governmea-nt, bansiness, and industry, do you tl-nink men sl-nould have more power 
and influence, that me11 and women should have about equal power and influence, 
or that woanen should have Inore power and influence?" 

4. The question asks, " Do you think of yourself as a -Feminist or not?" 
5. The following questions are incltaded. " How often do you find yourself 

feeling a sen-nse of pride in the accomplishments of women?" (Very often, some of 
the time, occasionally, or almost never) "How often do you find yourself angry 
about the way women are treated in society?" (Very often, some of the time, occa- 
sion-nally, or almost never) "When reading or listening to the news, how much 
attention to y ~ ~ u  pay to issues that especially affect women?" (A lot, some, a little, 
OH. not at all) A measure of internal consistency, alpha, for the three items is .66. 

6. Education is used l~ere as opposed to income a11d other indicators of socio- 
economic status because it is less sub-iect to cost of living variations from one re- 
gion of the cou~mlry to another, which can malce comparisons among congressional 
districts problematic. Moreover, it seems to us that education1 is the contextual 
variable most likely to impact on the attitudes we are examining and reflect dis- 
trict te~lde~~cies in terms of electing a woman to public office. 

7. Political participation is meas~~red as a simple additive scale combining the 
foBIowing: whetl-ner the resporldent demonstrated support with a button, bumper 
sticker, or sign; attended a meeting, rally, or dinner; worked in a campaign; and 
co~~tributed financially. Alpha for the four ite~ns is .61. 

8. Political eRicacy is measured by agreement or disagreement with the follow- 
ing statemeiats: ""People like me have no say about what the government does," 
"P~ablic officials do not care what people like me think," "Government and politics 
is too complicated for people like me to understand." Alpha for these items is .65. 

9. PoBiticaH competence comprises whether the respondel-nt agrees or disagrees 
with the following stateme~lts: whether he/she understands the important prob- 
lems facing $he United States; is well qualified to participate in politics; could do 
as good a job in public ogice as others; and is better informed about politics and 
government than iaost. Alpha is .78. 

10. Politicrn! trust reflects responses to the following: "How wnuch of the time 
calm you trust the government in Washington to do what is right-.just about always, 
most of the time, only some of the titne," "Do you think the people in govern- 
ment waste a lot of the money paid in taxes, waste some of it, or don't waste 
~neach," " Do yoel think quite a few of the people running the government are 
crooked, not very sl-nany are, or hardly any are crooked," " How much do you feel 
tha"relectican-ns make tlae governlment pay attention to what the people think-a good 
deal, some, or not too much.'" Alpha is .63. 
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